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4160 WHEELER-REX TRIPOD VISE STAND4160 WHEELER-REX TRIPOD VISE STAND
For 1/8"– 6" pipe capacity. Lightweight and portable with a large top working area. It 
features a built-in chain vise, pipe bending slots, pipe rest, ceiling brace screw and 
hardened replaceable jaws. The lower tray folds for extra convenience.
Shipping weight .........................................................................................................53 lbs. (24kg.) 

850 Shown Collapsed

FOLDING TRIPOD PIPE SUPPORTSFOLDING TRIPOD PIPE SUPPORTS
Tripod Pipe Supports are designed to hold stock for threading machines, chop saws, and 
other equipment. Sturdy, all steel construction supports hold up to one ton (2000 lbs.) of 
materials: pipe, tubing, conduit, bar, rod, or structural steel. Quick-release locking ring allows 
for fast height adjustments, while 1 1/2" diameter Acme threads on the adjusting column 
provide fi ne height adjustments. Heavy duty lockscrew maintains height safely. 
Height range is 27" to 50" (675–1250mm). Capacity: 1/2" to 16" (12–400mm) Diameter.

850 With standard V-head, Shipping weight ....................................................28 lbs. (13kg) 
851 With heavy duty ball transfer head, Shipping weight ...............................32 lbs. (14.5kg) 
854 Ball Transfer Head only for use on standard V-head  
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YOKE VISESYOKE VISES
These vises fi rmly hold pipe and round bar stock for cutting, drilling, and threading 
operations. Vises are reversible for left or right opening. All jaws are made of hardened steel 
and can easily be replaced in the fi eld. The yoke and base are constructed of high-grade 
malleable iron. Meets all Federal Specifi cations: GGG-V-415a Type 1, Class II.

Product Number O.D. Capacity Weight

13020 3/8" – 2 3/8" (60mm) 8 lbs. (3.5kg)  
13040 3/8" – 3 1/2" (89mm) 11 lbs. (5kg)  
13060 3/8" – 4 1/2" (114mm) 18 lbs. (8kg)  
13080 3/8" – 5" (127mm) 27 lbs. (12kg)  

 PIPE DOLLY PIPE DOLLY
These dollies are used to support, rotate and align pipes. They are extremely heavy duty
with 1" (25mm) diameter axle shafts. All steel construction. Normally used in pairs.

880 Capacity: 3" to 30" (75–750mm) pipe, 2500 lb. load rating each
Shipping weight ........................................................................................23 lbs. (10.5kg) 

PIPE PULLERPIPE PULLER
For joining all types of gasketed pipe: plastic, cast iron, clay, and concrete. Comes with two 
12 ft. long anchor chains. Also pulls fi ttings, valves, and couplings into place. Lightweight 
yet rugged, this tool operates on a basic lever action and is used easily by one man.

4012 Pipe Capacity: 4 to 14" (100–350mm) Diameter
Shipping weight ........................................................................................34 lbs. (15.5kg) 

FLOOR MODEL PIPE VISESFLOOR MODEL PIPE VISES
Wheeler-Rex Pipe Vises are designed to be portable and quickly assembled for fi eld use, 
yet strong and tough enough for the shop. All models have a 2000 lb. (900kg) capacity. The 
quick releasing chain provides positive gripping power evenly around the pipe and prevents 
damage to pipe surfaces. Adjustments are fast to accommodate different pipe sizes.

400600 Capacity: 3/4" to 6" (18–150mm)
Shipping weight ........................................................................................51 lbs. (23.2kg) 

401500 Capacity: 3/4" to 15" (18–375mm)
Shipping weight ........................................................................................54 lbs. (24.6kg) 

402000 Capacity: 3/4" to 20" (18–500mm)
Shipping weight ........................................................................................55 lbs. (25kg) 

402800 Capacity: 3/4" to 28" (18–700mm)
Shipping weight ........................................................................................56 lbs. (25.5kg) 

PLUG POPPERPLUG POPPER
Quickly and easily removes stubborn plugs from sewer pipes. No more struggling with 
plugs using screwdrivers or spades or breaking expensive plugs in order to get them out!! 
Made from steel for durability.

4060 6" Plug Popper ............................................................................................5 lbs. (2.5kg) 
4080 8" Plug Popper ............................................................................................6 lbs. (3kg) 




